DUBAI TOURISTOR

All You Need To Know
Dubai Touristor is the perfect way to experience Dubai’s best at your own
pace; feeling safe in the knowledge you have the best deals.
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Purchase Dubai Touristor

There are 4 packages to choose from, and each package has its
awesome benefits, from Buy 1 Get 1 tickets, to up to 40%
discounts at restaurants, to complimentary connectivity and public
transport kits.

Redemption Confirmation

After your purchase, you will receive a confirmation on the screen
and in your email to redeem your Dubai Touristor offers. Click
"Get your offer now" to start your redemption.

Redeem Your Offers

Simply choose any offer from the list by clicking Select. Confirm
your date of visit. All your selected offers will be listed and will
show how much you save and how much you have to pay. Once you
are done with your selection, click Add to Cart button, and
complete your booking.

Receive Your Tickets via Email

After you complete your booking, your tickets will be sent to your
email, which then you can present at the venue on your date of
visit.

Enjoy Dubai!

Visit your favourite attraction and enjoy an awesome experience.

DUBAI TOURISTOR

Complimentary Dubai Touristor
You can get a complimentary Dubai Touristor when you purchase any
connectivity kit packs (SIM card) or make a mobile recharge at kitmytrip.
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Purchase Confirmation

You will receive a confirmation email of your purchase, with the
complimentary Dubai Touristor pack. Click "Get your offer now"
to redeem.

Redeem Your Offers

Simply choose any offer from the list by clicking Select. Confirm
your date of visit. All your selected offers will be listed and will
show how much you save and how much you have to pay. Once you
are done with your selection, click Add to Cart button, and
complete your booking.

Receive Your Tickets via Email

After you complete your booking, your tickets will be sent to your
email, which then you can present at the venue on your date of
visit.

Enjoy Dubai!

Visit your favourite attraction and enjoy an awesome experience.

DUBAI TOURISTOR

Frequently-asked Questions
What is Dubai Touristor?

Dubai Touristor is your must-have discount kit where you can unlock the best deals and offers for
your unforgettable Dubai adventure. Save up to $750 on Dubai's must-see attractions and dining
experiences with the Buy 1 Get 1 offers, up to 50% discounts, and more.

How can I get Dubai Touristor?

Simply visit www.kitmytrip.com/dt and choose from your preferred Dubai Touristor package.
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Is there any validity of using Dubai Touristor?

You can redeem all your offers from Dubai Touristor within 10 days from your selected start date.

What are the offers I can get with Dubai Touristor?

Dubai Touristor is available in 4 packages to suit your needs in making your best Dubai holiday. Each
package has its awesome benefits:
1. Dubai Touristor All In - Offers on top 18 attractions in Dubai, up to 40% discounts to over
3000 restaurants, inclusive of Dubai Metro Pass with $5 credit and SIM card with 6GB Data and
global minutes.
2. Dubai Touristor Expo Smart - Inclusive of Single day pass to Expo 2020 Dubai, offers on top
18 attractions in Dubai, and up to 40% discounts to over 3000 restaurants
3. Dubai Touristor Grande - Offers on top 18 attractions in Dubai, up to 40% discounts to over
3000 restaurants, and inclusive of Dubai Metro Pass with $5 credit.
4. Dubai Touristor Smart - Offers on top 18 attractions in Dubai, and up to 40% discounts to
over 3000 restaurants

What are the attraction offers included in Dubai Touristor?

Enjoy up to 50% discounts and buy 1 get 1 tickets at these top attractions. Note that the list may
change from time to time:
1. Global Village
10. Laguna Watepark
2. At The Top, Burj Khalifa
11. IMG Worlds of Adventure
3. Dubai Aquarium & Underwater Zoo
12. Yas Waterworld
4. Desert Safari
13. Dubai Dolphinarium
5. Ferrari World
14. The Green Planet
6. Wild Wadi
15. iFly Dubai
7. KidZania
16. Ski Dubai
8. Atlantis Aquaventure
17. Boat Ride at The Palm
9. Legoland Dubai
18 Dhow Cruise (Creek & Marina)

How can I get the discounts in the restaurants with Dubai Touristor?

We have partnered with Zomato to give you massive savings of up to 40% OFF when you dine in at
any of the 3000 restaurants in Dubai. Simply redeem your Zomato Pro Food pass from your Dubai
Touristor and you will receive the code via email. Then download the Zomato app on your
smartphone, register/sign-in, and apply the Zomato Pro code to enable Zomato Pro subscription.
This subscription is valid for 10 days from the date of redemption.

How can I redeem the SIM card in my Dubai Touristor All In?

You can redeem the SIM card at kitmytrip shop located at the Arrivals hall of Dubai International
Airport T1 and T3. You can refer to the below directions:
kitmytrip T1 - After Customs exit, walk straight to the meeting point. You will see kitmytrip shop.
the fifth shop to your left.
kitmytrip T3 - After Customs Exit, walk straight to the meeting point. Turn left before the meeting
point and you will see kitmytrip shop in front of you,
How can I redeem the NOL card in my Dubai Touristor pack?

You can redeem the NOL card at kitmytrip shop located at the Arrivals hall of Dubai International
Airport T1 and T3. You can refer to the directions mentioned above.

How can I redeem the attraction tickets in my Dubai Touristor pack?

You will be receiving an email with your ticket. The ticket will have the bar code/QR code that you
can present at the venue. The ticket is only valid on the date of visit you selected during redemption.
Can I redeem all the offers in my Dubi Touristor pack all at once?

Yes you can. Although you have 10 days to redeem all the offers from your selected start date, be
mindful of selecting the date of visits for all the included attractions, as the tickets will be valid only
on your selected date of visit of the attraction.
What is the validy in redeeming the complimentary Dubai Touristor pack?

You can redeem the complimentary Dubai Touristor pack within ten (10) days from the date of
receipt of the email.

Can I get a refund for those unredeemed offers?

You have 10 days to redeem all your offers in your Dubai Touristor pack, and any unredeemed
offers will be forfeited. Unfortunately, no refund shall be issued.

Can I purchase Dubai Touristor for someone else?

Yes. You can do the normal purchase and provide the email address of the recipient so he/she can
receive the redemption confirmation.

